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Abstract
For over a decade, a number of social work scholars have advocated for an
Africentric p aradigm shift in social work p ractice with African Americans; yet
the p aradigm shift has been slow in coming with resp ect to infusing
Africentric theory and interventions into social work p ractice, education, and
research. Interventions that infuse Africentric values (such as
interdep endence, collectivism, transformation, and sp irituality) have been
shown to create significant change across a number of areas imp ortant to
social work p ractice with African Americans. However, a barrier to the full
integration of Africentric models into social work p ractice is that Africentric
p rograms lack cohesive documentation and rep lication and, thus, have
limited p otential to be established as evidence-based p ractices. The authors
p resent an overview of various Africentric interventions, including their
p rogram comp onents and methods of evaluation, with the aim of
establishing guidep osts or next step s in develop ing a discourse on
Africentric interventions that are p romising best p ractices or are emerging
as evidence-based p ractices. The authors conclude with imp lications for
social work p ractice, education, and research and a call for Africentric
scholars to engage in increased discussion, dissemination of manualized
treatments, and collaborative research to build the evidence-based
Africentric knowledge base and foster rep lication of studies.
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